This work proposes a novel feature selection algorithm to classify Songs into different groups. Classification of musical content is often a non-trivial job and still relatively less explored area. The main idea conveyed in this article is to come up with a new feature selection scheme that does the classification job elegantly and with high accuracy but with simpler but wisely chosen small number of features thus being less prone to over-fitting. This uses a very basic general idea about the structure of the audio signal which is generally in the shape of a trapezium. So, using this general idea of the Musical Community we propose three frames to be considered and analyzed for feature extraction for each of the audio signal-opening, stanzas and closing and it has been established with the help of a lot of experiments that this scheme leads to much efficient classification with less complex features in a low dimensional feature space thus is also a computationally less expensive method.
Introduction:
For the past few decades audio processing and classification of songs has emerged as an important and interesting field of study. With increasing volume of data being created in the music industry it is often very useful to develop powerful and efficient classification algorithms to classify Music files into different classes of interest. In most of the real world problems we face, we hardly get a precise symbolic representation of a song and one has to deal with only the audio samples obtained from the sampling of the exact waveform. However, these audio samples can't be used directly in AI application algorithms because of the low level and low density of information contained within them [1] .
The first step to deal with this in an AI problem would be to extract meaningful features from the audio samples to get adequate information and employ further processing. After the features are extracted the idea is to select the most efficient and meaningful feature rather than to take all the features in account keeping in mind the case of over-fitting. Thus the idea is to extract meaningful features from the audio signals, then to rank them according to some pre-defined criterion and select the independent and most significant features [2] .
All the music Classification tasks performed previously uses complex features like timbre features such as temporal features, energy features, spectral shape features, perceptual features; melody/ harmony features such as pitch function, unfolded or folded function; rhythm features such as tempo, musical patterns etc. And, of course these complex features are necessary as it is extremely difficult to analyze musical content and classify them into different classes using simple statistical features like moments, entropy, spectral density etc. However, the major contribution of this article is to claim that such simple features can also be used to give good classification accuracy if chosen wisely. Thus this paper proposes the idea of segmenting the audio file into three most significant frames namely Opening, Stanzas and Closing and then extracting simple statistical features like different moments, Power Spectral Density, Fano-Factor etc from each of these frames. Extensive experiments are presented to claim the validity of this claim.
One thumb rule of any Pattern recognition problem is to not only choose the features but to choose the most effective one and keeping the number of features to minimal number. There is more than one reason to reduce the number of feature to a sufficient minimum. Features with high correlation coefficient between them, if treated separately increases the complexity without much gain in information. A large number of features are directly translated to a large number of classifier parameters thus might lead to over-fitting. Thus for a finite and usually limited number of training patterns keeping the number of features as small as possible is in line with our goal of designing classifiers with good generalization capabilities [3] . Thus after extracting the features the most important question is to reduce the dimension of feature space in such that minimal information is lost. Thus as a first step to do so Statistical hypothesis testing and deviation bounds are invoked to eliminate less informative features i.e. easily recognizable 'bad' choices at the very beginning. Now, eliminating features by looking at them is far from optimal and hence as the next step in Feature Selection more elaborate techniques of feature ranking looking at their interdependence are investigated. In this paper Fisher Discriminant Ratio (FDR) has been used as the ranking criterion of the features [4] , [5] . Also, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has also been investigated to select features leading to largest principal components thus leading to minimal information loss in the process of dimensionality reduction. Here in this work a thorough investigation of feature selection has been taken care of to ensure selection of best features as well as removal of redundant or dependent features. The classical method of Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) scheme has been used for that purpose. The same idea of Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) algorithm has been used in case of PCA based feature selection and all the results have been reported. Indian Music has always been considered as one of the richest and most complex to analyze with so many delicate and complex variants ranging from Hard Rock, Contemporary Rock, Pure Classical, Semi Classical and so many more variants and thus it is very difficult to draw a line between two as the genres are not well defined and has a lot of overlap. Thus even a binary classification of Indian Music is a nontrivial task and that too on the basis of simple statistical features like moments gives very low accuracy. However, it has been shown here that with the help of the proposed Frame Selection and Feature extraction procedure claimed highly accurate results are possible even in low dimensional Feature Space using simple classical statistical Features like moments, Fano Factor, Spectral Density etc. On the process of exploring Indian Music two major observations are also drawn. Firstly, the statistical difference of so called Indian Rock music with Indian Classical music and Secondly, the evolution of Indian Hit Music over the last decade i.e. it has been shown that Indian hit music of the 90's era is statistically differentiable with the nature of hit music of 2000 era. Thus this can be extended to conclude that the musical taste of the Indian Music audience has also changed over the last decade.
The classification of Indian Music between two different decades which leads to an intuition of the musical taste change of the Indian Music audience with good accuracy is as difficult as it sounds. The mere fact that one would expect high overlap between the music of two decades and thus the songs might not be easily separable into two distinct classes and thus it is a non-trivial problem. However, with the proposed scheme seems to achieve good results even in case of such difficult problem.
Finding the best Classifier for the proposed scheme is also very crucial. Thus, extensive experiment has been done with different Classifiers and their corresponding accuracies have been reported. As a first exploration of the proposed scheme the analysis has been only restricted to Supervised Learning. However, exploration of Clustering Algorithm performances and required modifications of the scheme will be very interesting and left as a future work. The main Classifiers used here are-Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Naïve Bayes, LDA with Moholanbish distance, k-Nearest Neighborhood (KNN) with different criterions to select the k nearest neighbors viz. Euclidian distance, Cityblock (sum of absolute difference), Cosine similarity, correlation based; Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel, quadratic kernel, Rbf kernel, polynomial kernel each with three different methods to calculate the separating hyper-plane namely-Quadratic programming (QP), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Least Squares (LS). Each of the classification tasks have been done using 500 fold cross validation in Monte-Carlo manner to ensure good generalization of the results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we propose our two claims-Firstly, we talk about the chosen dataset which itself is unique and was poorly understood before. Also, we propose our algorithm of partitioning each song along with all intricate details which is our main claim. In section 3 we talk about feature extraction procedures along with the pre-processing steps and giving an overview of the chosen features and the rationale behind choosing them. Section 4 gives a brief overview on Feature selection schemes in the lights of Hypothesis testing deviation bounds, along with the implementation detail and results. In section 5 we talk about different feature ranking algorithms, especially those used in this paper and also provide implementation detail of our chosen algorithm. After gaining detailed knowledge about the Statistics of music we shift to Machine Learning regime in the next section. This section talks about different commonly used supervised learning techniques and also talks about the chosen classifiers along with implementation detail and extensive experimental results. Section 7 concludes and summarizes our findings in the paper and also gives some intuition about the future line of work on the problem. The Reference section provides a thorough citation of all the relevant work.
Introduction to the Dataset and proposing a novel Feature Extraction scheme:
In the regime of Music processing it is quite common to extract statistical features that are too complicated and not straight forward statistical measures. They also rely on tags like artist name, song title etc. For example Million Song Dataset [9] a very commonly used quite popular dataset in the Music Information Retrieval Community provides many features like song title, artist name, artist term frequency, track ID etc which might be useful in building recommender systems based on collaborative filtering however does not tell much about the statistics of the music and we believe that Music does not have any geographical or language boundary and can be classified only through statistical analysis of the music signal. The statistical features used here are not straight forward and mostly complex or hybrid features for example timber, pitch, loudness, tempo etc which are fine in case of musical sense however they don't generalize to basic statistical features. They also use some loosely defined features like artist hotness, dance-ability, beat confidence, song hotness etc which according to us cannot be a good indicator of musical content. One might conclude and it is quite natural that it is tremendously difficult to analyze musical content only in terms of standard statistical features like standard moments, spectral density etc is very difficult and these statistical features are not often significant and do not have good discrimination power.
Thus now we can understand from the outset that classifying music based on simple statistical features only is not simple and often prove to be insignificant. However, this article proposes a new feature extraction scheme which has been proved to increase the discrimination power of these simple statistical features and thus this paper claims that if properly chosen then even these simple statistical features can lead to excellent classification results as have been proven with extensive experiments in subsequent parts of this paper.
The main idea is based on a simple fact, well known but often ignored in Music Information Retrieval and have never been exploited before in any literature regarding Musical Information Retrieval before. It is well known in the Musical Community that the time domain waveform of any song falls into the envelope of a trapezium. Thus, if we look at the time domain amplitude envelope of a song it should look like a trapezium called Trapezoidal envelope and has been reported in various literatures [6] [7] and the waveform looks like as shown in Fig.1 .and has three main distinguishable part namely -Opening/ Attack, Stanzas/ Sustain, Closing/Decay. The same notion is known as Mukhra, Alap and Antara in Indian Music. So, the proposal is to select three zones of a music signal according to this notion and treat each Frame as individual entities. The main intuition behind this is that instead of analyzing the entire music signal as a whole it is more reasonable to look into these three frames as it is more likely that these three frames will provide better intuition about the statistics of the song. Thus, instead of extraction statistical features from the entire song we rather extract features from each of these frames and treat them as new features so though our feature space increases three folds but still intuitively we are more likely to extract more information and even simple features like moments of a particular frame might prove to be and is expected to capture more information and turn out to be of higher discriminating power.
Indian Music is considered as one of the richest and versatile in the world with so many variants which range from purely Classical to Rock however if we look into the current genre classification of Indian music there is no existing genre classification which can successfully classify Indian music in different categories. The main reason behind that might be the fact that Indian Music tends to be too complex to be classified and as a result it's like fusion of commonly claimed genres like Rock, pop, jazz, hip-hop etc statistically. Though they sound entirely different but if we look deeply into the statistics of Indian Music a proper classification even into two separate classes is a non-trivial task as everything seems overlapping with the distinction in mannerism of the song which can be very difficult to understand in terms of simple statistical features. Thus, as we claim our algorithm is strong enough to classify Complex and highly overlapping Music like Indian Music and also take the opportunity to be the first to perform such tasks on Indian music to categorize into two classes-Old Indian music (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) and Contemporary Indian Music (2000-2014) and we have chosen around 350 Samples from both the category to analyze. All these songs used in this paper are chosen blindly from the Popular Ratings available in various Music Ranking Websites purely based on popularity. This serves two purposesFirstly, as can be understood that it is very difficult to classify any kind of music based on era's and thus these broad classes are expected to have significant overlap and may not be easily separable and hence it would serve as a good platform to test our claim of increasing separability of features if chosen accordingly. Secondly, this would be the first attempt to classify the Hit Music of two decades and from that we might be able to conclude on how the taste of the audience have changed over the past decade. Thus this can also be extended to infer about the trend change in Musical Taste over time.
Thus all said and done the first step is to verify whether the assumption of music files having a trapezoidal envelope was true. For that one song from each category is randomly chosen and the time domain amplitude plots are verified to be supportive of the rationale behind the proposal as can be seen from Fig.2 and Fig.3 and can be readily verified to indeed resemble with the trapezoidal envelope shown in Fig.1 . Thus looking at the two signal envelopes of the time signal of both type of music it can be concluded that both resemble the general pattern of the trapezoidal envelope as shown in fig. 1 . However, a close look reveals that each frame of a song belonging to a particular class significantly differs from the corresponding frame of the audio belonging to the other class. Thus as it has been claimed in this paper that dividing each audio file into these three frames and extracting features from them separately looks to be reasonable.
Thus in order to proceed with this new promising idea to divide into these three frames it is very important to comment on the size of each frame. It is very clear that intuitively it is very difficult to propose an accurate exact length of each frame as the duration of each frame might vary from one song to another. Thus to pin point a particular boundary between one frame to another for all songs is not possible. However, it can be seen that intuitively the first 4-6% belong to Frame 1 and last 4-6% approximately belong to Frame 3. Thus, after a few experiments it seems to work best if the First 5% of the samples are considered to belong to Frame 1 i.e. opening and the last 5% belonging to closing or Frame 3. Thus, for the rest of the paper the frame sizes are unanimously distributed as-Frame1 is the first 5% samples of the audio signal, Frame 2 is the next 90% of the audio signal and last 5% of the samples belong to Frame3 as the generalized division rule for all the audio files.
Feature Extraction and Dataset Creation:
"Not for too smart people who loves complex features and complex algorithms" a motivating quote found in the well known Machine Learning book by Bishop et. al. Simple moments and spectral densities apparently look not too powerful or informative to be able to serve as good features for complicated non-trivial classification task like the one attempted here. The intuitive reasoning is that even if mean doesn't serve as a good feature as a whole but if mean-I might be a good feature or say Skewness-II might be a good feature as will be investigated systematically in the subsequent sections with the help of adequate experimental results.
As mentioned before, a number of hit music of two both the decades in consideration are chosen according to the online public poles and rating sites. However, it is understandable that all the music especially those belonging to 90s are not available in a particular format. Also, as the music was gathered from different sources and music libraries, those differed in formats and the first pre-processing step was to convert all the songs to a common file format in order to process them. Thus, all the files were converted to .wave format in order to process them using MATLAB without much hustle. Once all the files were converted to the same format it was ready to process. As a starting point this paper has only considered Supervised Learning and thus all the processed file were labeled into either of the two categories Oldies or Contemporary. The above mentioned features are extracted from the audio signals generated from the songs. The description of each feature more particularly the mean and variance are provided in short for exploratory purpose in Table I to give an intuitive basic idea of the variability of the data. 
Feature Selection:
"Not for too smart people who loves complex features and complex algorithms" a motivating quote found in the well known Machine Learning book by Bishop et.al.
[8] provides the motivation to keep things simple if possible. Thus, though we have started with 24 Features, one might not want to use a 24 Dimensional Feature space and might want to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and select most significant features and thus feature ranking has been introduced. A basic need to design a classifier with good generalization performance is that the number of training points must be large enough compared to the dimensionality of the feature space. It is a well known fact that under a limited number of training data, arbitrarily increasing the number of features leads to maximum possible value of error rate i.e. .5. In practice, increasing the number of features lead to initial improvement of performance but after a critical value further increase in dimensionality of feature space results in an increase in the error probability. This is known as peaking phenomenon [Raud 91, Duin 00]. This paper considers three different approaches in sequence to eliminate redundant features, rank them in the order of significance and reduce the dimensionality of the feature space taking into consideration only the most significant features to constitute the feature space used for classification purpose. The feature ranking and selection is discussed step by step as follows:
Feature Selection based on hypothesis testing:
The most natural first step would be to look at each of the generated feature in terms of their discriminatory power in case of the problem under consideration. Though looking at each feature independently is not optimal but this procedure helps rejecting 'bad' choices of features at the very beginning.
Hypothesis testing is a commonly used framework in Statistical Estimation and Detection theory to conclude on which hypothesis to select.  are respectively the mean for Class 1 and 2 and Variances for the two classes. However, these hypothesis based feature ranking or feature ranking based on Bhattacharya distance are seldom used in practical studies on Feature ranking. The main reason behind this is that these ranking schemes are not generalized and involves higher computational complexity and stronger assumptions. Thus a more widely used ranking scheme is used here as briefly described below with adequate justification of why FDR based ranking is preferred over these hypothesis test and Bhattacharya distance based feature ranking schemes.
Fisher's Discriminant Ratio (FDR):
In order to select most features effectively it is important to rank them to realize the contribution of each feature. The feature ranking scheme used here is based on Fisher Discriminant Ratio (FDR). FDR is a common measure to explore the discriminating power. Higher value of FDR is assigned to the features having higher difference in the mean value but smaller standard deviation implying compact yet distantly located clusters. Thus, features with higher FDR values are the most significant ones [3] .
The main reason behind invoking yet another feature selection scheme in spite of having Bhattacharya Distance or hypothesis testing based feature separability measures is that all these previously mentioned methods are not easily computed, unless the Gaussian assumption is employed. Thus the requirement of a simpler criterion based on how the feature vector samples are scattered over the feature space. To measure this Within-Class Scatter matrix is defined as: 
Thus in the context of the problem in hand to get an idea about the features with best possible separability as well as independent of each other it is fairly natural to conduct a feature ranking using the FDR criterion. Thus, here on the basis of FDR all the 24 features in consideration are ranked in decreasing order of significance i.e. in the decreasing order of FDR value as it can be fairly understood that higher the value of FDR the more significant the feature is. This is because higher value of FDR means the inter-class separation is larger however the between class separation is smaller i.e. the samples of the feature same class are well clustered together and the feature samples of different classes are well separated. The complete ranking of the 24 features based on FDR scores are given in Table. 3. Also the relative significance of one feature to the other can be readily identified from their relative values as visualized from the Fig.4 .in decreasing order of importance. It can be seen easily that there exist six groups of features. Thus features belonging to a common group have similar importance and thus the features should be considered or eliminated in group as that makes more sense. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. The number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original variables. This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (that is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to (i.e., uncorrelated with) the preceding components. Principal components are guaranteed to be independent if the data set is jointly normally distributed. PCA is sensitive to the relative scaling of the original variables.
Here in order to select the best possible uncorrelated features we used PCA based feature generation technique. 
Classification Performance:
In order to establish any claims regarding the performance of the proposed algorithm of dividing the song into three mentioned frames to extract features, the only way is to prove that is to show in terms of classification performance. And further in order to establish the claim that it performs better than classification based on usual feature extraction scheme using the same set of features but extracted in the usual manner i.e. from the entire signal as a whole a thorough step by step comparison is presented.
The classification is performed in a Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) manner. Also, to ensure generalized result and minimize the effect of over-fitting the classification tasks are carried out in a monte-carlo manner 500 iterations for each classifier.
The results are presented in three sub-sections. First, we provide classification results for the proposed algorithm and a comparative study with the classification performance for the case where the same basic features are chosen but in the usual manner i.e. from the entire audio signal as a whole. Thus, it has been shown that the proposed algorithm increases accuracy almost 10-15%. Here, the feature selection is done in accordance with the FDR score and employing SFS over that. Secondly, the similar comparative study has been done on the basis of the linearly independent hybrid features generated using SVD based dimensionality reduction for both the proposed and existing method in a similar SFS manner.
As mentioned before all the classification results have been generated using 500 fold cross validation in a monte-carlo manner thus ensuring generalization and eliminating the effect of over fitting. As can be seen from the Classification performance that both the methods did fine and FDR based techniques slightly did better than PCA based technique. As can be seen that FDR based Classification performs best with top 6 features thus we might conclude that after that it is going to over-fitting regime. Also, these Classifiers were run in a sequential Monte-Carlo manner thus taking 500 fold cross validation into account. Also, Classification results are best and almost around 88% accuracy is obtained with top 5-7 Principle Components. Whereas, FDA based method reported a best accuracy of 91% with top 6 features. Among the Classifiers LDA, QDA and SVM performance were pretty similar however, QDA and SVM (especially Radial Basis Function as Kernel) performed better than others. Table no. 5 and 6 presents the Classification Performances in a compact manner.
Conclusion:
The approach to classify musical contents in this paper is philosophically different from classical approaches. The Classical approach looks at the entire signal but here we have proposed a possible new scheme to analyze audio content, splitting the audio signal in three particular frames which is far simpler than sliding frame models as in case of sliding window scheme one will get continuous series of features which needs to be segmented further for classification. Also potentially more powerful as compared to extracting features from the entire signal at a go as this is like zooming in different portions of the audio signal and extracting each most powerful features from each segment.
Also, the dataset created and analyzed here is different than the existing ones and this study might be significant as it points to a possible statistical change in the Musical Taste of Music Listeners over a decade. Hit Music of two subsequent decades seems so different which looks like an interesting observation and can be extended further to regression problems and it might be interesting to predict the future trend of Hit Music statistically. This might be an interesting thing to look into and we left it as a future work.
Also, here as we approached the Classification task from two different approaches relying on FDR and PCA based Feature Selection strategy. Both of the approaches performs fairly well however, FDR based approach seems to perform slightly better. Typical choice of top 6-7 Features based on FDR gives about 91% accuracy over different classifiers whereas the best performance reported in PCA based feature selection is around 88% taking top 7 Principle Components as features. This might be a possible finding that under the proposed framework FDR based approach performs better than PCA based approach which leads to another possible comment about the Trapezoidal method, that it might leads to finding good and mostly significant features as compared to classical approaches.
